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ABSTRACT 
'I' he What-and-Where filter forms part of a neural network architecture for spatial map-
ping, object recognition, and image understanding. 'J'he vVhere fllter responds to an image 
figure that has been separated from its background. It generates a spatial map whose cell 
act.ivations sirnultaneously represent the position, orientation, ancl size of all tbe figures in a 
scene (where they arc). 'fhis spatial rnap rnay he usee! to direct spatially localized attention 
to these irnage features. A multiscale array of oriented detectors, followed by cornpclitive 
and interpolative interactions between position, orientation, and size scales, is used to define 
the Where filter. 'fhis analysis discloses several issues that need to be dealt with by a spatial 
mapping systcmr that is based upon oriented fihcrs, such as the role of eliff filters with and 
without nonnaliza.tion, the double peak problern of rnaxinmm orientation across siy,c scale, 
and the different self-similar interpolation properties across orientation than across size scale. 
Several computationally efficient Where filters arc proposed. 'fhc Where filter rnay be used 
for parallel transfonnation of rnulliple irnagc figures into invariant representations that arc 
insensitive to the figures' original position, orientation, and size\ These invariant figural 
representations l"orm part of a. system devoted to attentive object learning and recognition 
(what it is). Unlike some alternative nroclels where serial search for a target occurs, a What 
and Where representation can he used to rapidly search in parallel for a desired target in a 
scene. Such a representation can also be w;ccl to learn rnulticlinrensional representations of 
objects and their spatial relationships for purposes of irna.gc understanding. The What-and-
Where filter is inspired by ncrrrobiologicaJ data showing that a Where processing strearn in 
tire cerebral cortc~x is u;;c:cl for attentive spatial locali,ation and orientation, whereas a \\!hat 
processing stream is used !"or attentive object lcaming and recognition. 
1. Invariant Filtering for Object Recognition and Image Understanding 
A typical pattern recognition problem requires that an object be identifiable at various 
positions, si%es, and orientations. A representation of the object that is invariant with respect 
to these properties is often cornputed at a preprocessing stage. For exarnplc, a cornbination 
of Fourier and log-polar transforms has been used to provide translation, scale, and rotation 
invariance [1,2]. 'I'hc output of log-pola.r-Fourier preprocessing is an invariant representation, 
but one that has lost information abont the form of the object, as well as abont the object's 
place in a larger scene. 'I'his article introduces a filter-based invariant transform systcrn in 
which infonnation about the position, ;;ize, and orientation of the object is retained, and no 
forrn inl'ormation is losl.. 
The ;,tratcgy leading to this system i;; sngp;estccl by the brain's usc of parallel ,;trcarns 
in the visual cortex to cornpute Where an object is and What the object i,; [:l,4]. Goodale 
and Milner [5] have proposed, moreover, that the Where proce,;sinp; stream :;et,; the stage 
for commanding motor actions towards targets. 'fhc What proccs,;ing ,;trcarn includes such 
brain rcp;ions as the visual cortical area V11 and inl'crotcmporal cortex. The Where proccssinp; 
strcarn includes vioual cortical area l'dT and pari<'lal cortex. 
The ncmalnctwork defined below consi,;ts of a 'vVlwrc channel that simnltaneou:;ly com-
putes the position, orientation, and size of all target figures, and a. What channel that uses 
the information provided by the Where channel to encode invariant object representations 
of all target fignre:;. Subsequent recognition of individual objects is based upon output from 
the \Vhat channel. l\lorc p;lobal scenic interpretations, or c:ontcxt-:;en:;itive recognition ol' 
ambiguous objects, rnay be achieved by parallel fusion of data about rnultiple objects ancl 
their spatial relationships l'rorn both the What. a.nd Where rc•presentations. 
The Where channel include;; banks of spatial filt.er:; of varying :;izes and orientations. 
Suitably defined corn petition between filters yield:; a :;patial rna,p whose cell activations mul-
tiplex a repre:;entat.ion of the position, orientation, and size of all tarp;ct fip;ures. The What-
and- Where filter rnay thus be realized as a 011e-pass algorithm that. prca.tt.cntivcly generates 
information about all the object:; in a scene. Such a one ... paso algoritlnn cau rapidly prepare 
imap;e data. for attentive recognition and :;earch proccsse:; thal interact reciprocally with the 
What. and Where representations. In particular, the Where representation for each object 
is used to transform t.lw representation of that object. within the What strcarn so that it is 
centered at. the orip;in with urnonical size a.ncl horiwntal orientation. Fip;ure 1 illustrates the 
n1ain conrJrut.ation:; of the What .. -and--Wherc filter. 
Figure I 
The What-and· Where filter is one processing stage in a family of multi-stage architectures 
that arc~ clesip;ncd to accmnplish automatic visual pal.l.ern recop;nit.ion and irna.p;e undcrstand·-
ing. Six stap;cs of such an arcbitccl.urc arc depicted in Fip;urc 2. The first stage cornpen:;at.c:; 
for variable illmnination in a scene. 'flw second stage generate;, a boundary segmentation 
of the irnap;c that. cmnplctes and regularizes incornplctc figural boundaries while suppressinp; 
image noise. The third stage separates the fignres of the irnage f'rmn each other and frorn the 
irnagc background onto :;labs on which individual figures arc isolated. 'fhe fonrth stage io the 
Where filter. Here each :;lab contributes to a spatial map of its figure's position, orientation, 
and size. 'I'his spatial map i:; used to generate an input figure to the fifth stage, the vVhat 
. . 
representation, that is invariant under two-dimensional c:banp;cs of position, orientation, and 
:oi%e. Thi:o stage also consists of multiple channcl:o, one for each slab, that interact with a 
:oclf-organi%ing pattern recognition :oy:otcm at c;tagc :oix. This systcrn learns to catcgori%C the 
2-D invariant figures in its channel. In particular, 2-D view categories of each object can 
be learned and fused into an invariant :l-D object representation. 'J'hc last stage carries out 
rnore complex predictions of image understanding by cornbining infonnation about what the 
objects arc from stage six, with infonnation from stage four about their spatial relations 
with respect to each other. 
Neural networks that reali%e the functional requirements of stages one, two, three, and 
six ha.ve previou:;ly been developed. These networks usc a. consistent computational format 
that will enable thenr to be conrbinecl into a larger system architecture. Each of these stages 
has been derived from an analysis of perceptual ancl neural data airned at discovering how the 
brain acconrplishes similar computational goals. 'l'hc present article describes a network for 
stage four that. will provide a l'oundation for combining stage four, five, and six cornputations 
into a global scenic interpretation at stap;e seven. 
Figure 2 
In particular, compensating for variable illurninat.ion (also called discounting the illurni-
nant.) carr be carried out at. stage one by a shunt.inp; on-center ofl'-surround network [Ci,7]. The 
Grossberg-TodoroviC: model has been reali"ed as a VLSI chip by Andreou and Hoahken [8] 
using a retinal circuit like the one described in Grossberg ([D], Section 2.5). Coherent bound·· 
ary segmentation and noise suppression can be ac:conrplislrcd at stage two by a Boundary 
Contour Systcrn or BC:s [10 14]. A simplified version of the BCS, callcdt.he COHT-X fil-
ter, acconrplishcs boundary scgnrcnta.tion and noise suppression using only fast. fccdfonvard 
operations [15,Hi]. 
Figure-ground scparat.ion of the figures in a 2-IJ irnage can be accomplished by a model 
that. is called an FBF filter because it cornbines boundary scp;rnentation and noise sup[HCssion 
operations (B) with illurnination ccmrpensation and surface filling--in operations (F) in the 
order FllF [I G,L7]. An FBF model is capable of simulta.rreously separating all Jigmcs with 
connected boundaries from one another and the hackp;rouucl. Figure :J provides arr c::xa.mplc 
of FllF separat.ion applied to a laser radar irnage. Such a model is often sufficient to carry ortt 
Jig;ure-ground separation in scenes wherein irnportant targets arc not partially occluded by 
other targets. Jn cases wherein partial occlusions do occm, a more 1_~cneral FA CAD 1·: model of 
:J--1) pop-ont of Jignrcs from their backgrounds, and corn piNion of' partially occluded targets, 
in response to both 2--D irnages and :J.]) scenes nlily be used [18-21]. 
Figure :J 
The operations at stages one, two, and three rnay all be called prca.t.t.cnl.iH' visual rncch-
anisrns because they arc applied in parallel to all in rage data, whether familiar or unfamiliar. 
Attcntional mechanisms select arnong, and bind together, various of these image represen-
tations. Attentive object learning and categorization can be accomplished at stage six by 
Adaptive Resonance 'J'hcory, or Airi', networks that may operate either in an unsuper--
vised mode, as with AHT I, AH'J' 2 and Fuzzy AHT [22-2:)], or a supervised rnodc, as with 
AHTMAP, Fu%zy AHTMAP, Fusion AHTMAP, and Gaussian AlU'Mi\1' [2G-:lO]. it. has also 
been shown how Fuzzy Alfi'Mi\1' can be used to autornatically learn invariant :l-D repre-
sentations of objects from their 2-D views, as in the i\1\'f-EIVIAP [:lJ,:l2] and VIEWNE'r 
[:J;q;t] architecturec;. 
2 
Several propcrtico of a What-and-Where filter nrake it an appealing candidate for a otage 
four invariant filter. For one, the Where Jiltcr uoeo oriented receptive fields of rnultiplc sizes 
that. compete across position, size, and orientation. Such multi-scale competitive interac-
tions arc also used in the BCS, CORI'-X, and FBF networks. 'l'he 'Where filter operations 
that determine SJ!idia.l properties of image figures arc thus variationo of operations used at 
earlier proceooing otagcs to det.errnine r'isual properties of image figures. 'l'his cornputational 
lronrolog facilitates the choice of consiolent parameters in the full multi-;;tage architect.me. 
It aloo highlights the research question of how replication of a shared set of cornpct.it.ivc 
modules may be reali;-;cd in applications and in vi·uo to carry out both vioual and opat.ial 
cornputation;;. 
1\ second uoeful property is that the filter may be designed to operate in a one-pass 
mode, or an efficient. serial algorithm, hence io capable of Ltst. response in image processing 
applications. Various other recent approaches to generating spatially invariant representa-
tions usc multi-stage cnrrent bottom-up and top··down operations, or cornplex relaxation 
nrctlrodo, that arc more computationally expensive andtimc-consunring. (Sec Section 111 for 
further discussion.) Such approaches also typically attcnrpt to focus attention upon a single 
target at a tiii\C using the s;nnc operations that put it into an invariant representation. "l'hcse 
approaclrcs have difficulty explaining how an irnportant target. rnay be qnickly recognized il" 
the initially chooen targets arc the wrong ones. 
The present rnodel generates spatial representat.ions and invariant representations preat-
tcnt.ivcly for ali targets. Attcnt.ive nwchanisrns can thus begin at. once t.o search !"or any 
of thern using higher-level knowledge. in particular, an AUT architecture can be prin1ed 
to rapidly recognize a desired target. on any of the slabo. C:rossbcrp; [I D] and Cross berg, 
Mingolla, and H.oss [:3.5] have shown how a. What-airel-Where representation ol" the type de-
ocribcd here can be used in a visual search algorithrn, called the SOS, or Spatial Object 
Search, lliOdel Umt has been used to quantitatively simulate psychophysical data l"rorn hu-
rnan visual search cxperinwnts. These experirncnts show that lnmrans exhibit properties of 
parallel search in many rnorc viewing conditions than previously reali~ed (sec Section 111). 
;\ third useful property of a What-and- Where filter carr be exploited in irnage under· 
standing. The WlrNc filter defines a spatial rnap whose nodes multiplex inforrnation about. 
the position, size, and orientation ol" every figure in an irnagc. ln particular, activation of 
a node, or cell population, in this rnap implicitly represents all three spatial properties of 
the corrcopondinp; image figure. Tire Where filter nodes arc thus distinct. channels t.lrat. each 
process at. rnost. one figme. Each clrannel, in turn, inputs to its own \Vhat invariant. filter 
arrd recognition network. Thus the Where rrrap ol" each figure is linked, or bound, t.o the 
corresponding What recognition of the figure, even though t.lre vVhat. recognition strips tire 
figure of it.s spa.tially variant properties. Due to tlrio linkage, the Where spatial rnap and the 
What. recognition categories can be cornbined into a total irrput. vector to the stage seven 
image interpretation network (Figrrrc 11 ). Such a network can learrr to cornbine inforrnation 
about the identities of each object with infonnation about. the objects' spatial relationships 
to derive a rnorc global interpretation of scenic rncaning. 
A supervised recognition and prediction nct.work, called Fusion AHTMAP, has been de-
signed to handle such problems of rnultidirncnsional data hrsion, claosification, and prediction 
[2G]. Fusion ATti.'MAP autonomously searches !"or and learns those conrbinationo of input 
features that provide tire bcot prediction. In an image understanding application, Fusion 
i\HTiVJAP may be applied to learn those cornbinations of spatial ami vi:;uaJ information that 
predict a desired irnagc interpretation. 
Figure 4 
In the present article, the Where filter is used to generate an invariant What representa· 
tion in Cartesian coordinates. Variations on this design can also readily be used that include, 
say, co1nplex logarithmic processing to achieve partial invariancc and data compression [:J6] 
in rnuch the same way as the cortical magnification factor works in the mammalian visual 
system [:37·41]. Cartesian coordinates arc used herein to demonstrate how well the \Vhcrc 
filter, operating alone. can create a fully invariant What representation. 
Sect. ion 2 describes the oriented filter comtJom•nts of the What·and· Where systern. Sec· 
lion :l presents the sirnplest form or the What·and·Where filter, employing nonnalizccl filter 
clements, or receptive fields, to determine position, orientation, and size using a cascade or 
competitive parallel operations. 'l'he nmnbcr of receptive fields in the parallel system can be 
great.ly reduced via C:aussia.n interpolation across coarsely coded orientations, as shown in 
Section :J.. Section;) presents the equations for the parallel Wl1at··and·Wherc filter algorithm 
with orientation interpolation, and Section G describes a computer sirnulation of this systen1 
e1nploying vehicle silhouette images. The role of receptive ficlclnormalization is discussed in 
Section 7, along with the value of dissociating dcterrninatiou or figure position from that of 
orientation and size when using unnornJalizcd receptive fields. A parallel What·and·Wherc 
filter, lllodified to employ unnorrmliizcd rc:ceptivc fields, is presented in SectionS. Section <J 
shows how a hybrid serial·· parallel syste111, which first calculates orientation and then size, can 
dramatically reduce the computatio11al load on t.he filtc:r. Further reduction in the IIU!llber 
or filters can be achieved by orientation interpolation, as ;;hown in Section 10. Such a hybrid 
Wliilt·and· 'vVherc: filter algorithm is Jnathematically defined in Section I I. In Section 1.2, 
;;ystc111 rcspon;;es to cllipl.ical test images of variable elongation arc used to calibrate systcrn 
para1ncters. Simulations den1onstrating perfonnance of t.he hybrid system in response to the 
vehicle ;;ilhouct.le images from an MIT Lincoln Laboratory dal.abase arc sumrnarized in Sec 
tion I :l. Section I 11 corn pares the What·and··Wherc approach with alternatives. Section J,) 
provides concluding rcn1a.rks and ope11 problcrns. 
2. The Oriented Cliff Filter 
The Where cor11putatio11s or the What·and··Wherc filter e111ploy a spatial array or ori· 
ented receptive fields with difrcrent sizes and orientations t.hat arc convolved with the input 
image. Cornputal.ion of oricmtation is based upon receptive fields within au oblong excitatory 
region. i\s shown below, the winning orientation provide;; a :;table rncasure of an object's 
net orientation in response to objects or variable shape. 
Hdiablc cor11putation of both orientation and size depend upon the usc of a strongly 
iubibitory surround region around i.IH• oblong excitatory region. Such an oriented receptive 
field, centered at the origin with oricnt<ttion (p degrees, size .s pixels, and elongation a, is 
defined by t.hc kernel 
(.I ) 
(2) 
:r' = :rcos¢+ysin¢, (J) 
and 
I ' , y = y cos q; ·- :r: sm q,. 
Figure 5a depicts the gcornetry of an oriented receptive Jiclcl and a nornra.lized cross section 
of kernel valncs as a function of r. Four examples of receptive fields (with elongation a= 2) 
arc shown in Figure 5b, where white signifies large positive values of 1\.(:r,y, rb,s) and black 
signifies large negative valncs. The black ellipse in the ldt-hand receptive field indicates the 
set of points where r2 = 1 and ]{ = 0. As specified by equations (J) (4), each receptive 
field includes a positively weighted elliptical center area bordered by a sharp drop·ofr to a 
negatively weighted surround fidel. It cannot be ovcrcrnphasized tha.t this cliff.- like :;urround 
i:; c:;scntial to deriving our results, 
Civcn receptive field:; :ouch a:; those in Figure :3, the grcatc:;t respon:;e obviously results 
from an elliptical input oriented and sized such that it fits perf'cctly within the central region 
(r 2 s I) or t.lrc receptive field. On the ot.her hand, a siY,ablc rc:;ponse will be observed for 
any anisotropic input that is oriented and ;;calcd such that. it stays primarily wit.hin the 
central region. Tire sWep drop to negative values in the region where r'2 "' 1 causes the 
response of the receptive field to drop :;lrarply when parts or an image fall outside the central 
region. Throughout the article, the elongation parmnel:cr a is set equal to 2. Tlw system 
:;till performs well, however, on illlages whose ratio of width to height is far from 2, as shown 
in Section I 2. 
Figure {5 
3. A One-Pass Parallel Where Filter 
Within the~ 'vVIwre channeL the input figure is convolved with each oriented filter. Each 
filter clc:inent i:; identified with a point (:r, y) on a two--dinwnsional grid or neuron nodes, 
and its receptive field is centered at (:1:.y). The activity A or a node located at (:r,y) whose 
receptive ficlcl /{ ha:; orientation cj; and sizes is given by t.he discrete convolution 
il(:r,y,cp,s) = LL /,·(p,q,cj;.s)l(p· :r,CJ· y), (OJ) 
}J f{ 
rn response to an input pattern l(:r,y). 
The convolution between input irnagc a.ncl filters of diffc~rent orientation and size yields 
a four--dimensional array of neuron nodes: two dimensions correspond to the :r ancl y coordi·· 
nates of the receptive field center, and one dirnension each corresponds to orientation rp and 
;;ize s of the filter. Each of these nodes provides a measure of the degree of match between 
the input and the four-dinrensional vector which characterizes all the spatial clraracteri;;tics 
of the the node's receptive field. A good match implies that the node':; receptive lielcl share:; 
sirnilar position, orientation, and size with the input inragc, 'l'he most active of all nodes 
indicate:; the best estimate of these spatial parameters. Jf the nodes arc S]Jaced finely enough 
across po;;ition, orientation, and size, the Where infornration of the input rnay be accurately 
asse:;scd by finding this rnaximal activity. 'T'his general :;trategy for defining a rnultiplexed 
Where rnap is quite elementary. lts interest lies in its simplicity and in the analysis that is 
required to rnake sure that it works in an efficient way. 
Dctennination of the optirnal node may be achieved via a winnc:r.-take-all competition 
between all nodes; that is, by a competition across position, orientation, and size. Perhaps 
the first winner-take-all, or WTA, network to be rna-thematically characterized is a compet-
itive network whose cells undergo shunting, or divi:;ivc, inhibition and which cornrnunicate 
via faster-than-linear feedback signals [112]. i\ number of related W'I'A schemes have since 
been proposed; e.g., by Feldman and Ballard [1J:l], Hadelcr [4•1], Koch and Ullrnan [115], and 
'l'sotsos ci rd. [46]. The one node which rernains active after the competition carries the 
necessary Where information via its receptive field geometry. Figure location (a.: 1 , y1 ), ori-
entation ( d! 1 ), and size (.s 1 ) are provided to the What channel to achieve invariance prior to 
object recognition. 
Bdorc such a parallel Where filter can function well, the filters given by equations (1) 
( 11) rnust be moclificcl so that they provide an unbiased measure of the size of the input 
figure. Consider, for exarnplc. a sill all elliptical input, oriented at cb =I 20°, that. fits snugly 
within the central region (r2 :S l) ol' a lilter of size .s = 8 (Figme 5b). The corresponding 
rnap cell will react strongly to this input, with !I= 2:'i0.82. However, a non-optirnally sized 
cell receptive field of larger size .s = J(i will respond even more slrongly (!l = :lS11.11 ), since~ 
the input ellipse lies in the region where ]{ "' I (Figure :'i). All otlwr factors being equal, 
filter response increases with filter size. 'l'lwrc arc two lllCCimlliwrs whereby this bias can 
be rernovccl: nonnalization of the filter weights and unbiasing of filter output via spatial 
conrpetitiou. The forrnc~r approach is taken in this section, while the latter is dcvclopecl in 
Section :1. Normalization of the filter weights and spatial competition can also be realized 
by the same shunting, or divisive, cornpetitioll that is used for WTA sclcctioll, il' the :;hunt 
is restricted to a single filter's receptive field weights. These two variants of' the What-
and-Where IilLer thus illustrate how different. orderings of a single mechanism ol' shunting 
con1pctit.ion can be used to accomplish both funcl.ional tasks. 
'f'hc scale bias arises as a st.raight.l'orward consequence of the fact that. larger filters 
have t.he same maximal (excitatory) value as smaller filters, but greatly increased excitatory 
receptive field area. In order to achieve unbiased scale estirnation, the increase in excitatory 
receptive field area of larp;c filters can be compensated for by reduced weights within this 
area. That. is, filter weights arc~ norrnalized by the area of' the excitatory receptive field 
!V(.s) cc l 1\(:~·,y,.s,O)rl:l:r/y, .!:)~ (G) 
where 'J/ rnprescnts the excitatory region of the filter, at whiclr I' < 1. With a normalized 
kernel 
}' (·· '') __ 1\(:t:,y,.s,q) 
'N J,y,.s,q ------ ;\1( ·) ' 
~ ,_') 
the level or· response of each filter t.o its optillla.l cllipticcr.l stimulus 
activity of the norrnalized filter output nodes is now given by 
;l(:r, !J, d!, s) = L L 1\-v(J!, q, r/J, s) I(J! --:1:, q ----- y), 
}J q 
(7) 
is equal to 1 .0. The 
(8) 
as in equation (5). The maxirnally activated node accmately codes the figural position, 
orientation, and size. i\ winner-take-all cornpetition among all the nodes thus chooses the 
node whose spatial position in the Where rnap encodes figural position, orientation, and 
6 
size. In sumrnary, chree cornpetitivc opcraUons, acting in parallel across the network, are 
competent to gcnerace a Where map: a cliff off-surround at each rccepcivc field, normalization 
of each kernel by the integral of the excitatory on-center of each recepUve field, and global 
winner-take-all competition across all receptive fields. 
Figure G illustrates the result of convolving a srnall set of clifl'-nonnalizecl filters and a 
vehicle silhouette irnage, depicted in tire lower right hand comer of the image. Each frame 
represents the output of a given filter convolution, with filter scale increasing frorn top Co 
bottom and filter orientation changing in a counterclockwise fashion from left to right. 'I'be 
receptive ficlcl of the node with the maxirnal activity across position, orientation, ancl size 
corresponds to the Where infonnation of the input image. Jn thi;; case, the rnaxirnal activity 
occurs at chc node rnarkecl with an "X" in the figure, and iudeecl represents Uw correct 
position, orientation, ancl size of the input figure, moclttlo the coarse filter spacing. Tests 
employing finer filter spacing gave excellent qualitative results, but it soon became clear that 
a one-pass Where filter with fine filter spacing across orientation is ncccllcssly exp<'nsivc~ from 
a computational point of view. 
Figure (i 
4. Coarse Coding and Interpolation of Receptive Field Orientations 
In order to achieve invariant irnagc representation in the \Nhat channel, both orientation 
and size dctcnnination in the \Vhcre channel must meet high accuracy criteria. ln a pMallcl 
system, ltiglt accuracy ca11 be achieved by fine spaci11g or filters across receptive field position, 
orientation, and size, bttt at the cost of maintaining a rnultitttcle of filters. Orientation 
accuracy to within I 0 would rcqttirc 90 clifl'ercnt filter orientations, with a spacing of 2° 
bctwc•en filters at each size and at each position. Size a.ccmacy to within 2'){ across scales 
from .s = 11 to .s = :12 (ohjcct length of from ahout 2a .. s =Hi to 128 pixels) would require :29 
difl'erent "c:ales. Titus 26\0 (90 x :29) difl'ercnt filters at each node of the spatial grid would be 
required for ac:cural.c ;;calc aud orientation dcCcrrnination. 'fhis large uutttber of filters could 
be computed in reaJ.tirnc in a neural tiss\l(c or a p<1.ra.l](~] computer drip, but. rnigltt prove 
curnbersonrc iu application;; that clepeud upon a serial computer. Orientational Cuning in 
the prirnatc striate visual corCcx is typically nruclt coarser, yet orientation clranges cart be 
dcted.ccl with ltip;h accuracy [117]. \Ve now show how coarse oric•ntational tuning followed by 
an orientation interpolation rncchanisnr carr achieve fine orientational discrirnination while 
reducing the computational load by rnorc Chan an order of lll<1gnitude. 
Within each set of filters of a given size .sat a given position (:r:, !I), interpolation across a 
sparse. set of :;ix orientations that arc calibrated in degrees (0 = 0, :10, ... , J:'iO) can reduce tire 
total number of filters from 2610 to just 17-1 (6 x 29) while rnaintainirrg orientation accuracy. 
Convolving the coarse fih.cr activities A(:r,y,O,.s) with a onc-clirncnsional Ganssian kernel 
across orientation only, and resarrrpling across a finer set of orientatiom; r/J, accomplisltcs the 
interpol at ion. Tire i uterpolatecl distribution of activity /lo( :r, y, cp, .s) nrore accurately reflects 
the actual orientation of the image than do the coarse filter activities il(:r, y, 0, .s ). 
'l'his interpolation is realized as follows. For each orientation IJ, let il(:r,y,O,.s) be the 
output ol' the coarse filter bauk, as in equation (8). Then for any cpc[O, 180), the interpolated 
activity Ac(:r,y,rjJ,.s) obeys the equation 
Ac;(:r:,y,cp,.s) = I>\(:t,y,O,.s)Ci(O- dJ), 
II 
7 
(D) 
where G( 1),) is the Gaussian kernel 
., 
''( , ) 1 _ct.:, 
u 'IU = -.-c :.!o:.. 
. .,flif(J ( J 0) 
'I' he standard deviation ( CJ) of the Gaus;;ian i;; taken to be a fixed fraction of the coarse filter 
spacing being crnployccl. Using this self-;;irnilarity constrain(., the wider the spacing, the 
greater the standard deviation is chosen to ensure ;;rnooth interpolation. In practice, setting 
CJ equal to 0.7 tirnes the coarse filter spacing works well. Following interpolation, global 
winner-take-all competition between all activities Au(:r, y, ¢, s) yields t.hc position, ;;i"c, and 
orientation of the figure, as described in Section 3. 
Interpolation could also be irnplerncnted across position and si"c, leading to a four dimen-
sional Gaussian intc1rpolation kernel and appropriate convolution. In practice, however, even 
with size interpolation, accuracy decreases rapidly as filter scale spacing increases. When 
combined with the cornplexitics arising in irnplernentat.ion, interpolation across dornains 
other than orientation was not deenwd cost effective in this parallel Where filter. 
5. One-Pass What-and-Where Filter Algorithm 
The one-pass parallel What-and-Where filter outlined in the last, three sections will now 
be smnmari:-ocd matllcrnatically. The input imap;e I= J(:r,y) is convolved wit.lr each of the fil-
ters within t.hc oriented filter bank. Interpolation across orientation provides a more accurate 
cstimat,iorr or orientation. Figure position, orientation, and size arc determined sirnnltane-
onsly via a winner-take-all cornpetition between all output node:;, and the input image is 
centered, oriented, and scaled to fonn the invariant irnagc Ieos· The filter operations arc 
defined as follows. 
Oriented Cliff Filter: For orientation cpc[O, ISO) and size .o = ;J, ... , :32 pixels, the 
unnorrnalized orientc;d filter with orientation ljJ, size s and elongation a is defined in tcrrns 
of tire cliff kernel /{: 
\VI1ere 
and 
1A 
1\(:r:.l'.r/J . .s) •= (1-·rG)cxJ>(···---·-c·) .. 
. u. . . I + r2 
1"2 = (.'£1.)2 +(~l)2, 
a .s s 
:r:' = :r: coc. cp + 1J sin ljJ, 
y' = ycos¢- :r:oincp. 
The nonnali;.oed filter is then given by 
where 
r ( . ) 1\(:r:,y,dJ,.s) 
'N :r,y,q,.s =• ·- N(.sf--
N(.s) = /1\(:r,y,O,.s)d:rdy, }!}~ 
and 11 rcprcscnt.o the excitatory region of the filter. 
(I l) 
( 12) 
(I 3) 
( I :\) 
( 16) 
A coarse set of filter orientations and a fine set of filter sizes that respectively span 
the orientation and scale range arc selected. ln simulations, lH filters, with 6 orientations 
0 = 0,:.30, ... , !50 (degrees) and 29 sizes s = '1,:), .. . ,:.32 (pixels), were used. 
Filter: Each norrnalized filter is convolvccl with the input image: 
A(:r,y,O,.s) = LLKN(JJ,IJ,O,s)J(p-:t,IJ -y). ( 17) 
p If 
Interpolation: Caussian interpolation provides accurate orientation estimation, using 
i\c;(:r,y, cjJ,.s) = I:,A(:r,y,O,s)G(O- cjJ), 
e 
where 0(1/') is the Gaussian kernel 
., 
(.'( I) I _.'!'.:. 
__-r 'V =-.-C. 2o:l. J'Ii[(J 
(18) 
(J<J) 
Parameter IJ was set equal to 0.7 times the angle between successive orientations 0. In 
simulations, IJ = 0. 7 x 30 = 21 degrees. Interpolated values ol' cj; were con1pnted in steps of 
0. I degrees. 
Winner-Take-All Competition: Global competition between all nodes identifies the 
position (:rmax~ /Jm<tx), orientation c,bma.x: and size .Smax that rna.xirnize /l(;r,y,(J),<;). T'hus 
/-l(Tmax, lfm;tx, q)llliiXJ .Smax) ~ /l(:r, y, (;), 5). (20) 
These values provide <til the Where information. 'fhat is: position (:cJ,.lli) '= (:tmax,lfmax), 
orientation 4;1 = q)m,\x, and ;)tale SJ = .Smax· 
Center, Orient, and Scale Invariant Figure: 'l'he figure I was translated by 
(-:r 1 ,-y1), rotated through an angle of ·-1J1, and magnified by a factor ol' 211j.s1 to obtain 
the invariant. figure Ieos· 
6. What-and-Where Vehicle Simulations 
The one-pass What·and-vVhere filter was tested quantitatively on vehicle input irnages. 
The four prototype vehicle inputs arc shown in Figure 7 in general position, with orientation 
0 dcgrcx:s and scak 211 pixels. Although the What-and .. Whcrc system indicates that. each 
of these irnagcs is horiy,ontal (¢ 1 = 0) the chunkier vehicles appear slightly tilted due to 
asynnnetries about both the horizontal and vertical axes. The goal of the oricntational 
measure is not to dct.crrnine a veridical horiy,ontal, but rather to generate a stable measure 
of canonical orientation. The' actual orientation chosen will depend UJlOn the shape of the 
figure, notably its anisotropy. 'Ihc image squares were 128 x 128 pixels, and the prototype 
vehicle irnages ranged from 80 to 100 pixels in length and frorn :30 to GO pixels in height. 
'fo create the test input set, prototype images were randornly rotated through angles ol' 0 
t.o 180 degrees, rnagni!icd hy randorn !'actors ranging frorn 0.2 to 1.2, and placed at. ranclorn 
positions in a :.30 X 30 pixel area at the center or the image square. Each or t.he four prototype 
images generated 2:)0 such random representations. System performance was judged by the 
accuracy of orientation and size deterrnination. 
Figure 7 
Employing ju:::t l7tl filter::: in the Where channel, as described in Section:), the :::ystern 
easily met the goal of recovering orientation to within 1 degree and scale to within 2%. 
'fhe mean orientation error was 0.4:3 degrees and the mean scale error was l.97'%. Object 
locali%ation was likewise very good. 'J'hc rncan error aero:::::: :r po:::itions or y positions, taken 
indcpcnclently, was less than 1 pixrol. The rnean Euclidean error aero:::::: all (:r·,y) pairs was 
1.12 pixels. 'J'he sub-sampling distortion caused by reduction of scale was the rate-limiting 
factor on :::ystem a.ccuracy, as is described in Section 12. What-a.nd· Where filter simulations 
are illustrated in Figure 8. Column (a) shows the input irnage. colurnn (b) the translated 
irnagc fc, colurnn (c) the translated and horizontally oriented irnagc leo. and column (d) 
the t.ranslat.ccl, oriented and scaled image fcos· Icos is the vVhat channel output. figure 
(sec Figure 1). i\.n XOH. in column (e) between the output irna.ge Ieos and the prototype 
irnagc indicates where errors occur. 
T•'igurc 8 
7. Normalized versus Unnormalized Filters 
Filter norrnali;.cation provides unbiased estimates of image scale, but relics upon accurate 
calculation of filter coefficients based on infonnation about the entire excitatory region of I. he 
filter. Any inaccuracies or "drift" in Jilter coeflicicnts could result in scale biases which could, 
in turn, lead to position and orientation biases as well. For this reason, an alternate, but. 
related, rnodcl that provides a rnethocl of eliminating scale estimation bias is also prcsront.cd. 
This method allows the usc of unnonnalizcd filters by first translating the inra.gc' so that it>i 
centcr-clf-rnass lies at the orip;in. 'l'ogethcr these nJOdels provide a broader in:::ight into the 
variety of operations whereby Whahwcl-Where filters may be designed. 
When convolving an imap;c with unnonnali%cd filters, it is possible for the maximal value 
across all filters to occnr at a position that is distant frorn the actual position of the Jigure. 
ll' the filter scale is rrnrch smaller than the figure, then the response at the position of the 
figure will be weak due l.o t.hc strong inhibitory troughs around the center of the figure. 'l'he 
response at the periphery of the figure position, where inhibition is weak, will be relatively 
st.ronp;. This can be seen in the relative responses or t.hc srmdlcst. norrnalizcd filters of Figure G 
(top row), where tire rnaxirnal values lie outside the area occupied by the input figure. The 
same relative activations within a filter occur whether or not it. is norrnalized. Normalization 
cnsmcs t.ha.t positiona.lly rnisrna.tched activations do not win the intcrfilt.cr corn petition. Due 
to this problern, the next What. .. and .. Where filter first. det.crrnincs figme position, using a 
method that. is robust in noise, bdorc filtering to dctcrrninc orien1.at.ion and size. After the 
target. figure has already been separated from noise and background chrt.t.cr, say by a COHT-
X filter [1:1] or by an FL3F network [Hi], a. cenlcr-of-rnass computation provides convenient 
and sufficiently accurate localization. The center of mass (:r.: 1, y 1) rnay he cornput.cd by 
'/' = I:I:J(:r,y), (21) 
;~: y 
1 
"'I= T I:I::rl(:r,y), (22) 
:r y 
10 
(2:3) 
'I'hc figure i;; translated ;;o that the new, centered, image has it;; center of mass at the origin: 
(21) 
When a clean image cannot be assurncd, a noi;;c-tolcrant rncthod, ouch as the diffusion-
enhancerncnt bilayer of Seibert and Waxman [48], can be used for target localization. 
'the unnorrna.lizcd receptive iidds of equations (1}(4) can be ernploycd in ill! algorithrnic 
manner to robustly dctenninc figure po;;ition. Since localization is a problem only with small 
;;calc filter:-;, large scale filter;; can be used to dcterrninc a coarse c;;tirnatc of figure position. 
'fhat i;;, the position of maximal activity within large scale filters yield;; figure position, 
but not with a high degree of accuPlCy. The po;;itional cstirnatc can be relined by finding 
the rnaximal activity at progressively ;;rnaller scales. 'fhis cst.irnat.c slowly varies, becorning 
more accurate as filter;; have greater positional sensitivity due to their ;;nugger fit around 
the input, until the scale becomes significantly smaller than the input figure, at which point 
the rnaxirnal activity occurs at some di;;tant point. 'fhc correct figure~ position is the last 
positional estimate hdorc thi;; discontinuous jump. 
8. An Alternative Parallel What-and-Where Filter: The Double Peak Problem 
The centered figure fc· ·,s next presented to a bank of filters, centered at the origin, that 
span all orientations cb and sizes .s. Convolution of the input vector with each filter bank al 
each spatial position (:r,y) is no longer required, as the figure is already cc:nl.crcd. Now, a 
point by point rnultiplica.tion between the input image and each filter suffices; narncly, 
A ( cju) = L L 1,· ( :r, 1J, c/r, s) I c( :r, !J), 
:r !J 
as dcjricl.ed in Figure 'J. If normalized filter,; are employed, then finding tire rnaxinral activity 
across orieutation and size: would determine cjJ 1 and .s 1. \Vhen cnrploying the IIJI!Hlrrnalizcd 
fi I tcrs of equations ( I) (11), it i;; not. sufficient si rn ply to select the Iii ter that gi vcs I he maxi mal 
rcspon;;e across all il(cjJ,.s), since outputs at all filter sizes larger than the figural size will 
tend to be~ greater than the activity at the correct filter size. 
Figure \J 
This problenr can be solved by ntilizing the pllil.crn or activity across orientation;; at. each 
given filter size. If the sizes or tire filter is too large, then the image tends to rcrna.in within 
tire excitatory central region at all filter orientations, leading to a nat distribution or high 
activity. u· the filter sizes is too srnall, a flat distribution or low activity is observed, since 
then both the excitatory and tire inhibitory regions of the filter intcr:;cct t.hc image a.t all 
orientations. Only ncar the optimal size will activation levels vary rapidly with orientation. 
These observations sugggcst a two-sl,age cornpetitive mechanisrn that clctcnnines the 
optimal orientation and size of the inpnt. At the first stage, nodes at each fixed size compete 
arnong orientations. 'J'his first competitive stage, which contrast-enhances responses at each 
size, emphasizes variations in activity, as in the BCS boundary segrrrentation network of 
j j 
Gro:;:;berg and Mingolla [11,12]. Activitie:; A(¢,.s) that arc flat across several orientations 
arc inhibited, as when filter size:; are too large or too small. Peak:; of activity in near--optimal 
:;calc:; arc cmpha:;izcd (Figure lOa). After first-stage competition, the new activity profile 
13(¢,.s) at each size measures how well both filter orientation and size fit the Jlgme. A second 
cornpctitivc stage acts between all output nodes of the first cornpctitivc stage to select. the 
node with maximum activity 13 (Figure lOb). The image orientation q,1 and size .s1 arc 
e:;tirnated by the orientation and :;izc of the :;elected node. 
Figure 10 
Figmc 11 show:; :;imulation output of t.he fir:;t competitive :;tagc (Figure l.Oa). !·'unction 
!3(0(.s ), .s) is plotted to gra.ph the output at the maxirnally activated orientation a:; a function 
of' scale. Input I(:D,y) represents a car that. is 112 pixel:; long and :38 pixels high, oriented 
in a horizontal direction and centered at the origin. Peak activity (Figure lla) occurs at 
scale .s = 2:'). The second cornpet.itive :;tagc thus estimates the height to be about 2.s = ')0 
pixel:; and the width to be about :2a.s = 100 pixels. 'flw filter corresponding t.o this peak 
has cj; = 0, the correct image orientation. A second peak in the rnaxinml activity profile 
occm:; in srnall-scalc filter:; with orientation c/Jf perpendicular to the correct orientation qJ1 . 
In facL, the scale of the lower peak is approximately equal to the :;calc of the first peak 
divided by the filter elongation Jmramctc~r a= 2 (Figure Sa). 'J'hc lower peak occurs where 
tJw rnajor axis of a small-scale filter senses the height, rather than the width, or the input 
inmge (Figure II b). Since the peak occurring at the larger scale is alway:; the "corTcct" orw, 
this double peak effect doc:; not cau:;e error:; after conr pcti tion acts at the :;cconcl corn pcti ti ve 
:;ta.gc of the parallel network. i\s seen below, howcvc:r, double peak uncertainty leads to a 
de:;ign constraint on a nrore efficient. serial system. 
Figure 1.1 
9. Parallel versus Serial Filtering Stages 
As discus:;cd in Section 11, a l'ully parallel systenr without interpolation requires a large 
number of filter:; to esl.illratc figural orientation and :;izc accurately. While interpolation 
:;irnilar to that of Section 'i could be cruploycd with Hnnorrnalized filter:; to greatly rc,duce the 
mmrlwr of these filters, a nrorc fundarncntal alteration in Where channel structure lllay also 
be used to further rc~dHcc: conrput.ationalload in applications wherein a.lgorit.hrnic operation:; 
can be perforrned :;crially. In particular, the total number or filters is reduced by using two 
;;erial filtering stages, one to determine orientation and one to dctcrrnine size. Such a serial 
:;y:;tcrn can detenninc orientation rjJ1 u:;ing 90 oriented filters, and can then dct.crrninc size 
.s1 using 29 additional scaled filters, rather than the 90 x 29 filter:; that would be needed 
by a. pa.ra.llcl :;y:otem with conrpa.rablc perforrna.nce. In the serial sy:;tenr, the image is first 
ccnt.cred .. say by (21) (211). 'flw orientation of the image is then dct.ennincd via cornpctition 
arnong the 90 oriented filt.crs. Thi:; inl'onnation is used to orient the image t.o a. canonical 
(horizontal) direction, after which the second hank of :29 filters dcterrninc the image scale. 
Figure 12 depict:; a Where filter that conrpntcs position, orientation, and size in serial stages. 
Figure !.2 
Whether unnorrnalized or norrnalizcd filters arc employed within the Where channel, a. 
great corrrrmtationa.l savings can be realized by serializing orientation and :;izc dctcrnrination. 
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'fhe following discussion outlines sorne problems and solutions inherent in the general case 
of unnorrnalizecl filters. At the end of the discussion, the system simplifications resulting 
frorn the usc of nonnalized filters will be presented. 
'fhe theoretical ideal of a corn pletc serialization of Where filter rnoclules with unnonnal-
izcd filters, with a single size scale in the orientation filter bank and a single orientation in 
the size oc:ale filter bank would not produce accurate results. 'l'hc double peak in maximal 
first-stage output B(¢(s),s) across scales (Figmc lla) implies that a range ol' sizes rnust be 
employed for accurate orientation deterrnination. If only a single size were crnployed, the 
system would tend to choose the orthogonal orientation for irna.ges much larger than this 
size. For exarnple, if the fixed size scale were s = 10, the system would incorrectly predict a 
vertical orientation for the large car shown in Figure I lb. Ernploying a single large size scale 
solveo this problcrn, but creates a new one of small··irnagc inaccuracy. Narncly, since small 
irnages of all orientations would fit in the central region of all the large filters, orientation 
would be indetcrrninate. A cornpromise can be achieved by using a sparse set of approxi-
mately eight scales which span the range of possible figure sizes. 'l'hc correc;poncling oriented 
filters provide enough inforrnation to disarnbigna.te the double peaks without sacrificing ac:-
curacy. In this hybrid seria.l-parallel configma.tion, the orientation determination moclulr: is 
essentially the sarne as in the parallel system described in Section 8, but with l'cwcr scales. 
As in Figure 10, competition between orientations within each size scale (first conrpctitivc 
stage) is followecl by corn petition between orientations and sizes (second conrpctitivc• stage). 
The second competitive stage hereby yieldo the orientation of the image (cjJ 1 ) and a rongh 
e;;t.irnat.e of its size. The l'ormcr is applied to orient the centered inra.ge Uc -~- leo) prior 
t.o sub;;equent. filtering l'or more accunrtc ;;izc detennination. The coarsely clet.c'rnlined scale 
coulcl be used t.o narrow down the range of Iilter scales in t.hc next stage. llowever, t.he 
likelihood that the cornput.ed scale is erroneous, due to t.he double peak cfl'cct (Figure II a), 
makes it prudent. to ignore Uris inf'ormation. 
Instead, the horizontal image lr:o next. bccorncs t.lrc input Lo the size deternrinal.ion 
module, where t.hc WheH.' filter again ernploys a reduced parallel sy;;tern. i\ltlrorrp;h the 
oricutat.ion leo is known, a bank of filters of' many scales but. ouly horizontal orientation 
is still inadequate. 1\s in Figure lOa, it is tire variation in activity acrose; oric:utations that 
indicates how well a particular riltcr scale matclws that of the image, rather than the absolute 
size of' a node's response. In practice, just two orientations (horizontal and vertical) provide 
enoup;h inforrnat.ion about. activity variations to give an accurate cstirnate of scale. If a scale 
rnat.ches that of t.he irnagc, the difference between t.he horizontal and vertical filter responses 
will be large at that scale (Figure lOa). In contrast, if the filter sca.le is too large, both 
horizontal and vertical responses will be large; if the riltcr scale is too small, both horizontal 
and vertical respmrscs will be srnall; and in either case the clifh'f'cncc between the horiwntal 
and vertical responses will be srnall. In c;umrnary, t.he hybrid serial·· parallel system uses eight. 
scales at the orientation detcnnination stage ancl two orientations at the size dctennination 
stage. The total nurnber of filt.ers is hereby reduced to a total of 778 (90 x 8 ·I~ 2 x 2~J), 
corn pared t.o the 2610 (90 x 2CJ) filters in the l'ully parallel system. 
'fhc usc of normalized filters eliminates the need for competition between orientations 
at each scale (the first. competitive stage). Either corn petition between orientations or filter 
nonnalization can be used to derive a goodness-of-fit rncasurc that. works across filter sizes. 
'I'lms orientation dct.crmination tha.l. uses nonnalizecl filters consists solely of winner-take-all 
I ;J 
cmnpetition between orientations and sizes (the second cornpctitivestage). After reorienting 
of the input image Uc _,. Ic:o) .. size determination in a normalized filter systern progresses 
in the sanrc rnanncr as above, with the first competitive stage again being skipped. Note 
. . 
that., as above, the filter bank can be rccluc:ccl to different sizes at a single orientation. 
10. Orientation Interpolation in a Serial Algorithm 
Interpolation within the orientation dcterrnination module: can further decrease the nurn· 
bcr of filters required within the \Vherc: channel, just. as it did for the parallel systcrn in 
Section ·1. Interpolation across a spar;;c set of six orientations (0 =, 0, :JQ, ... , 150) can reduce 
the total number of filters to just JOG (6 x 8 + 2 x 29), rather than the 2G10 filLers of a fully 
parallel system or the 778 filters of the serial algorithm without interpolation, while rnain-
taining orientation accuracy. Again, this process can be applied to the system. regardless of 
the type of filter (nonnalized or unnonna.lized) being employed. Initial discussion below of 
how this is done assumes unnorma.lized filLers. 
In the orientation clcternrination modrrlc, for each orientation 0, let. il(O,.s) be the output 
of the coarse fili.cr bank, as in (2h). Then for any ¢r[O, 180), the interpolated activity !lc;(!fJ,.s) 
is given by: 
Au(c'J,.s) = 2::A(O,.s)G(O- rjJ), (:2G) 
() 
where G(lj') is t.he Gaussia11 kernel given by equation (I 0). As before, a sclf-sirnilar selection 
of J is made to be a fixed fraction of the filter spacing. Followirrg interpolation, tire! activ-
ities !lc;( rb, .s) compete across scales and orientations, as in the second cornpet.it.ivc stage of 
Fignrc: I 0. 
A sirnilar interpolation can also be pcrfonned in the size dctcnninat.ion module. Because 
iut.erscale size comparisons arc not nracle until after the first competitive stage (Figure 10), 
interpolation across sca.lc;; is pcrfomrcd on first competitive stage output /J. For a ;;parse 
set. of size scales I, /J(O, /.) is tire first. conrpetitive stage output. for tire canonical orientation 
cjJ ccc 0. Then for any scales, tire int.erpola.t.ed activity lic;(O, .s) is ,given by: 
!3c;(O,s) c L /i(O,I)G(i. ·- s), (:27) 
as in equation (:2G). Following interpolation, global con1pctition arnong all outputs IJc;(O,.s) 
yiclcl;; the irnagc sca.lc s 1. In smnrnary, interpolation in tire orientation stage! typically pcrnrit;; 
a coarse filter spacing ol· up to :w degrees (rather than 2 degrees), while rnaint.aining a 
rnean orieutation error of less than one percent. Size interpolation proved less valuable, still 
requiring scale (I) filter spacing of I pixel to maint.ain accuracy. 
L':rnploying nornralized filters r<!lnovcs the first cornpct.itivc ;;tage. Interpolation within 
both orientation and size determination modules occur;; before the second competitive stage, 
but is otherwise the ;;arne as above. 
11. Serial What-and-Where Filter Algorithm 
'fhe serial What. .. ancl· Where filter implementation algorithm will now be summarized 
mathematically using unnorrna.lized filters. 'J'he algoritlnn using norm;tlizcd filters will then 
be given. 'T'he algorithm first computes tire position (:r 1 ,;~n) of an input figure I= /(:r,y). 
After translation, the new figure 1c; i;; centered at the origin. A bank of oriented filters then 
determines the image orientation to be ¢1 degrees. After rotation .. the centered and oriented 
irnage leo is horizontal. Finally, a second bank of filters cletenninc:; the irnagc scale to be 
s1 pixels. 
Step 1: Determining Position (:r.: 1 ,y1) 
For pixel values :r:, y = --M, ... , +64, a gray-scale figure 1 is clcscribccl by input !(:~:, .11) c 
[0, 1]. In a noisc-[ree setting, figure position (:r: 1,y1) corresponds to the center of rnass: 
T = LLI(r,y), (28) 
:t y 
I '\~"' :r:1 = T L..L..:r:I(:r,y), (:29) 
.l_: lJ 
I "',-~ 111 = T L..L..Ifl(:r,y). (.lO) 
:r l! 
Centered Image f c: 
I c ( :r, 11) = I ( .T - :r: I, y - !J 1). ( ll ) 
Oriented Receptive Fields: For orientation qx [0, 180) and o>calc .s = 1], ... , :)2 pixel;;. 
tlw nnnormalizcd oriented receptive field with size .o, orientation cp, and elongation a is 
clefinecl in tcrrns of the kernel 1\.: 
where 
rA 
/{ ( :r:, 11, ciJ, .s) =• ( I - r 1;) ex p (- --.,), 
1 + 1"" 
1 2 = ('
1 )2+(1f'_)2. 
a 8 s , 
.II' :r cos 1b + y o>in if!, 
y' ::~~ y cos 4> ···· :t sin r;>. 
Step 2: Determining Orientation rjJ 1 
( :)2) 
(:l:l) 
(ll) 
(:l)) 
First Stage (Competition across Orientations): A coaro>c set of scales that span 
the range of input scale values is selected. In sirnulatious, eight o>calcs .s = 11,8, ... ,12 were 
used. Similarly a coarsr~ set of orientations 0 that span the range [0, 180) is selected. In 
sirnulations, ten orientations 0 = 0, 18, ... , I G2 dcp;recs were used. 
Filter: 
Interpolation: 
where 
/l (0, .s) '= L L ,,. ( 1:, y, 0, .s )Ic(:r, !J ), 
:r y 
;lcM,,.s) = LA(O,.s)C(O- ¢), 
0 
IG 
(:l7) 
Parameter J wa:; set equal to 0.7 tirne:; the angle between :;ucce:;sivc oricntat.ions 0. T'lnr:;, 
in sinrnlations, J = 0.7 x LS = 12.6 degrees. Interpolated values of¢ were computed in step:; 
of 0.1 degrees. 
Competition: Normalization is achieved u:;ing competition across orthogonal orienta-
tions, as in 
(:lD) 
where cjJ.l is tire orientation pcrpcnclicu Jar to rjJ. 
Second Stage (Competition across Scales and Orientations): Competition acro:;s 
:;ize :;calc:; and orientations identific:; the orientation ¢max and size .Smax that maxirnizc 
13( ¢, .s ). That is: 
Maximum !J: 
/3( 1/Jmax, .Smax) 2: B( dJ, .S) (:J()) 
acros;; all interpolated orientations q)c[O, 180) and :;calcs .s = 4, 8, ... , :32. 
Optimal Orientation: Let tire optimal orientation be 
Center and Orient Figure leo: J.'ignrc fc wa:; rotated throug;h an angle of -cp1 
degrees to obtain t.hc centered and oriented figmc Ico· 
Step 3: Determining Size Scale .s 1 
First Stage (Competition across Orientations): i\ set of size scales was again 
sclcctccl. In sirmrlations, 29 scales I= 1L :), ... , :32 pixels were used. 
Filter: For orientations!/!''' 0 = o1 and q) ''' 90 = </J{, first-stage output. was computed 
as 
il(</J,I.)" LL 1\(:r,y,q\,t.)lc·o(:r,:r;), 
J' ,1} 
Competition: Normalization is aclrievcd u:-;ing cornpct.ition across orthogonal oricul.a" 
tions" as in 
U ( 0, /.) = i\ ( 0, I) - i\ ( 90, I). (iJ l) 
Interpolation: 
JJ0 ( 0, s) = L /J ( 0, /.)C.'( I - s). 
The Gaussian 0 wa:; defined as in (:l8) and the standard deviation J was set equal to 0.7 
t.irnc:; the nurnlwr of pixels between successive scales /.. In sinnrlations J =• 0.7( I) =' 0.7 
pixels, and interpolated values of s were cornprrtcd in steps of 0.1. pixels. 
Second Stage (Competition across Scales): Cornpetition identifies the scale .Smax 
that maximizes Uc:(O, s ). That is: 
Maximum /Jr:: 
( 1 ti) 
for all in terpo lat.r~d .sc[:J, :l2]. 
J(j 
Optimal Size: Denote the optirnal size scale by 
8J=Smax· 
Center, Orient, and Scale Figure Ieos= 'J'hc figure leo was magnified by a factor 
ol' 24/.s1 to obtain Ieos· 
Using norrnalizcd filter;;, the algorithm i;; modified as follows. Replace!\ in (:32) by 
where 
f .·(·· . ' ·) ...... !~(:r,y,r/J,.s) 
'A .I.,!J,(;!,.S ~ JV(.s) , 
N(.s) = l J{(:r,y,qJ,s)d:rdy . 
. fa~ 
(17) 
The cornpctitivc interaction /3 acro:os orientation;; in (:HJ) i;; unnecessary. It i:o replaced by 
The conrpctitivc intcrac:tioll /J in ('1:)) is likewise replaced by 
/J(O, !) = A(O, !). (50) 
Note thaL when clei.errnining size, only a :oinglc orientation¢~~ 0 = cjJ 1 i:o needed. 
12. Parameter Determination 
Serial What·and· Where filter pararnctcr;; were selected through :otudies of system re .. 
:oponse to a :oirnplc elliptical input inragc. lrr thi:o way, the nurnber ol' orientations aud tire 
number ol' scale;; for each of the two Where filter hanks (Figure 12) were chosen. Preliminary 
tc:oting had fixed the value of the standard deviation CJ of the C:au:osian interpolation kernel 
in (1]1]) at 0.7 tinrc;; the distance between coarse orientation or :ocalc valnm (Section 11). TIH: 
cff'ccts of figure elongation and ;;calc were aloo cxarnined. l'aranH'1.C'r:o were delerrrrined nsing 
urrnonnalized filter;;, but carried over well to t.c:ol.s employing nornralized filters. 
A prototype elliptical tcsl. irnage, within a 128 x 128 pixel square, was defined by the 
inequality: 
(51) 
With a* = 2, this ellipse fits exactly within tire central excitatory region of a filter ol' srze 
.s '" 211, orientation¢= 0, and elongation a= 2, as defined in equations (32) (:):)). 
L''igure I :3 
Orientation ( 0) filter spacing of 18 degrees (I 0 filter;;) was found to achieve an optirnal 
balance between system accuracy and nurnber of fillers, although good performance was 
maintained at least to spacings of :Jo degrees (Ci filters). For the sirnulation:o, ')00 elliptical 
images were randomly generated from the prototype ellipse (:"il ). Orientation;; ranged from 0 
to .180 degrees, while magnifications ranged fronr 0.2 to 1.:2. 'l'hus the scale factor, which was 
24 pixels in the prototype, ranged l'ronr '1.8 to 28.8 pixels. T'hcse inputs were presented to 
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different What-and-Where filters, each with a different orientation filter spacing, resulting in 
the mean orientation error plot of Figme J:3a. r·;ight scales were employed at each orientation 
to prc)vcnt errors due to the double peak problem (Figmc lla). In Figure t:3a, the best 
pcr!'ormance occurred at a filter spacing of 18 degrees. Both the exact spacing at which 
thi;; optirna.l perfonnance occurs and the minimum error level can be shifted by altering the 
interpolation IJ. However, an orientation spacing of 18 degrees, with IJ = 0.7(18) = 12.G 
degrees, provided excellent results. 
Within the size determination rnodnle, horizontal test images with rnagnification;; frorn 
0.2 to 1.2 were used to determine rncan scale error a:; a function of the coarse ;;calc (I) 
filter spacing. Accuracy steadily decreases with increased filter seale ;;pacing (Figure l:lb ). 
'fhis il\u;;trates that scale interpolation docs not cornpen;;atc for rnissing scales in the way 
orientation interpolation corn pen sate;; for rni;;;;ing orientation;;. 
Figure I ;J 
The u;;c oi' a fixed eccentricity (a= 2) in equation (:J:l) for all 'vVhat-and- Where filter 
clcrnents raises the question of how well the sy;;tcrn would pcrforrn with inputs that do not 
fit well within any central excitatory region. Thi;; question was examined by varyinp; the 
elongation a* in (:'i\) or the prototype elliptical input, with results depicted in Figure lA. 
The "optimal" coarse filter ;;pacings of 18 degrees and l pixel of scale were ernploycd for 
a total of 1:18 (10 x 8 + 2 x 29) filter;;. As the irnage approaches circularity (a* 1) the 
accuracy decreases, as expected !'rom the reduced degree of orientation inforrnation in the 
input it;;clf. Accuracy incrca;;c;; rnonot.onically with increasing elongation, even though very 
elongated elliptical inputs do not fit any of the filters well. 
Figure J;) 
Although the error rates for orientation and si"e cletcnnination do not depend upon 
the initial orientation of tire image, both orientation and size accuracy deteriorate l'or small 
inputs. This i;; clue to suhsampling cff'ccts in the input and tire filters, a problem inherent 
in invariant preprocessinp; of· digital irnage;;. This was dc~monstratcd in a Wbat<lncl·Whcrc 
filter ;;irnulation test ol' :1000 elliptical inputs, with orientation and size range;; and optimal 
filter spacing as abovr'. Figure I:) shows that orientation and size errors beconH~ significant. 
when tile inprrt inrage is srna\1. 
13. Serial What-and-Where Vehicle Simulations 
Tire What-and-Where ;;y;;tcrn was tested ext.cnsivcly on tire vehicle input images (Fig-
ure 7), using paranwtcrs derived from elliptical input irnagc studies (Section 12) and using 
both unnorrnalized and nonnalizcd filters. I'or tire parallel sy;;tem, prototype image;; were 
randomly rotated through angles ol' 0 to J 80 degree:;, rnagnifiecl by random factors ranging 
frorn 0.2 to 1..2, and placed al. random positions in the square to create a tc;;t set. Each of 
the four prototype irnages generated 1000 such ramlorn representations. 
For both unnorrnalized and norrnalizcd filters or unnormalized filters, In all case;;, the 
network recovered orientation to within J degree ami size to within 2%. 'flw nwan orir~ntation 
error was 0.112 degrees and the nrcan ;;izc error was 1.8%. 'l'hc sub-sarnpling distortion caused 
by reduction of size was the linrit.ing factor on systcm1 accuracy, a;; in Fig me J 5. Increasing 
tire orientation filter spacing from 18 to ;JO degrees increases the orientation error rncan to 
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l.OO degree while ma.intaining the same si1-e error mean of 1.8%. The equivalent test was 
performed with normali1-ed Jilters, yielding a mean orientation error of O.i\1 degrees and a 
magnitude error of 1.97%. 'l'hesc systems, with only JOG (G x 8 + :2 x 2!!) unnorrnali1-ed Jiltcrs 
or 77 (6 x 8 + 29) nonnaJi1-cd Jilters, meet the original pcrl'orrnancc criteria with far fewer 
than the 2610 filters required by the parallel systern of Section :3, or the 274 Jiltcrs required 
by the parallel sy~>tcm with interpolation of Section :J. 
14. Alternative What-and-Where Models 
The present rnodcl differs in several notable ways frorn alternative approaches to the 
What·and-Where problcrn. An early rnodcl, that of Koch and 1Jllrnan [115], includes: (1) 
an early parallel representation of several stimuli and their fcatural characteristics; (2) a 
mapping from these representations into a non-topogra.phic representation which contains 
properties of only one stimulu;; at a time; (J) a winner-take-all, or W'I'i\, network that 
irnplernenls stimulus selection based on salience of each location; (;J) inhibit.ion of t.hc selected 
location that. causes a shift. to the next rnost conspicuous location. Properties ( 1 ), (:3), and 
(-'1) were introduced in Cross berg [9,;19] as part of a biological rnodcl of working rnernory, 
wherein multiple itcrns arc sirnultaneou;;ly stored in a spatial map, as in property ( 1). In 
this rnodel, items arc rehearsed, as in property (:2), frorn the most. t.o t.hc least. active, ami 
usc a self-inhibiting feedback, ru; iu property ('1), t.o prevent pcrseverativc pcrrormancc of 
the nrost active item. A \Vherc rnap is a type of attentive working rncrnory whose activities 
happen t.o code object properties (e.g., si1-e and orientation) at prescribed spatial locations. 
i\ neural model of how such a Where rnap nJJlY lw used to control ;;cquenccs of saccadic eye 
lllOvemelltS was described ill Grossberg and Kupcrsteill [:>0]. 'this rnodel clarifies how Where 
properties call give rise to actions, or llow properties, as proposed by C:oodalc and J'dilllcr 
[>]. 
WT/\ circuits arc ubiquit.ou;; in rnodcls of this type. ;\ rigorou;;ly characteri1-ed \VTA 
neural network based upon conrpct.it.ivc f"ecdback lwt.wccn nodes or cells was described ill 
C:rosslwrg [112]. lladcic'r ['1 11] proposed a rclat.ecl network. An iterative forrnulat.ion of a 
competitive vVTA wa;; provided by Fcldrnan and Balla.rcl [·'i:l]. By llOIV, there arc many 
variants of snell circuits in usc; e.g., by Coilc:n and C:rossbcrg [:)I ,52], Coultrip, Granger, 
Mrd Lynch [5:l], Ellias and C:rosslrc:rg [G•J], Ermcntrout [:);)], Grossberg [:16], C:rossberg and 
Levine [:'i7], and Tsotoos cl a!. [:IG]. For purposes or biological modeling, the C:ro;;sbcrg [11:2] 
rnodcl and later elaborations thereof usc cells that obey nrenrbranc, or shunting, equations 
and recurrent on-center off"-surround interactions. For inragc processing applications, any 
efficient al.gorithnr will do. 
The Koch and Ullman ['15] algorit.lrrn differs from the present one in its processing stages 
and opc'rations. Tire prc:sent rnodel focuses upon J!rcnU.cJrUvc rncchanisrns whereby all the 
figures in a scene can he transfornrc:cl, in paralleL into invariant representations that arc 
snitablc for patt.cru recognition. Attentive rneclranism;; rnoclulate these prca.ttcntivc stage's 
via noulincar feedback. For exam11lc, Carpenter ancl C:rossbcrg [58,27,:JCJ] have described 
how A 1lT rnodulcs can autonomously learn object. categories that fit their si~e, shape, ancl 
nmnbcr to the c;tat.istics of a nonstationary environrncnt. An AHT rnoclulc can sarnplc each 
What repre:;cntation for this purpose. In All'f, activation of a Lop-down learned prototype 
prime:; its target cells oo that they respond only when a target. that. matches the prototype 
well enough is presented. lrr this way, such a system can perforrn a fast parallel search for 
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desired targets across a scene. In contrast, the Koch and U.llrnan [4:'i] algorithm relies upon 
prirnitive object properties, such as object brightness, to select a target via. a forrn of serial 
processing in which no high-level target priming is possible. 'J'he sarne lirnitations hold l"or 
all the models that are surveyed below. 
Several alternative rnodel::; comment upon how the brain rna.y accomplish search tasks. 
Explaining human psychophysical data and animal neurobiological data. is the ultimate test 
of such a proposal. 'fhe i\HT model has elsewhere been shown to have properties that 
qualitatively nra.tch neurophysiological recordings i"rom cells in rnonkcy inferotemporal cor-
tex during behavioral tasks [59,60]. These results concern how recognition categories of 
variable generality arc learned, matclwcl, and reset. In particular, the sarnc An:r top-clown 
expectations that prinre the system to reSJloncl selectively to desirccltargcts also generate a 
rnatcbing rule whereby irrelevant target features arc suppressed and primed target l"caturcs 
arc supported. Several investigators have reported neurophysiological evidence for such a 
matching rule in cxtrastriatc and tenlJloral cortex (e.g. [61,62]). Reynolds el al. [Ci:l,(i:l] 
haw pcri"ormecl cxpcrimurts tha.t wpport the sirn pi est version of tlris i\HT rna.tching rule as 
a substrate for spatial attention in cxtrastriatc visnal cortex, a version that seems also to 
occur in several other visual, auditory, and motor representations [Ci:'i]. 
These nwdcls of \Vhat processing stream recognition arc rnentionecl for three reasons. 
First, they illustrate the utility of a prcattcnt.ive Wha.t-ancl··Where rnoclcl of the type that 
we have described as <l front end for fast parallel search of desired targets. Second, they 
support tire biological relevarrce or the i\llT learrring and categorization modules that arc 
proposed to help carry out these tasks. Third, they illustrate a key difference with rnodels 
that carry out serial search based on low-level features. 
Grossberg, I'vlingolla, and H.oss [:J5] and Grossberg [19] have cmnbinecl What and Where 
properties in an algorithm that clarifies a large search datalmse, including recent. dat.a con-
cerning how lrurnans carry out. fast parallel search for complex :3-D object properties. as 
in the work of Bravo <lncl Blake [GG], Cohen and lvry [G7], Enns and Hcsnick [GS]. lit.; and 
Nakayarna [GD], Mordkof[, Yantis, and J•:gNh [70]. \Volfe .. C>lVe, and Frame! [71], and Wolfe 
and Fricdrnan-llill [72]. This SOS, or Spatial Object Search, algorithm suggests how :l]) 
boundary and surface representations of a scene interact reciprocally wit.h learned object 
categories (What streanr) and spatial maps (Where streanr) to focus attention upon desired 
objects in a :J."]) scene, and to search J"or targets amid distractors. Alternative What and-
Where models have typically ignored :J.J) botnrdary and surfact.; propertit.;s, and have not 
analysed how object categories can be autonornously learned in real tinrc. Earlier work fronr 
our grou11 proposed neural rnodels of J.]) boundary and surface repn"cnt.ation (e.g. [19]) 
and object category learning (e.g. [:18,;)9]). The present nrodcl ana.lyses sonre of the corn·· 
pntational problcrns that the Where filter needs to solve when it is ern bedded into a larger 
visual recognition and search arclritcct.ure like SOS. 
Olshausen, Anderson, and van Essen [7:3] have proposed a shifter circuit model where-
by an attended object can be transfonncd into a representation UraL is invariant under 
translation and size, but not rotation. As in the l<och and Ullman [iJ!i] modeL targets 
are selected based on low-level fcat,ures :;uch as hriglrtrwss or size, and these objects can 
be searched one at a time in a serial rnanncr. 'l'he rnodcl assurnes that each figure to be 
recognized at the lowest level is rnatchcd by an invariant. representation of itself at the top 
level through a clever, but cornplcx, nnrlt.i-stagc routing circuit. 'I'hc rnoclcl docs not propo:;c 
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how this invariant exemplar is generated at the top level, and thu:o faces the challenge that it 
cannot self-organize its object recognition codes. Indeed, the authors admit that "it. rernain:o 
to be seen whether such a system can self-organize ... with experience". If this is :oo, then 
the rnodel cannot operate in an unsupervised way because it has no way to generate the 
invariant. representation on which the algorithm feeds. 
'l'hc shifter circuit connections arc derived by using a Liapunov, or energy, rnethod of 
the type proposed by Cohen and Cros:obcrg [:Jl] and Hop!iclcl [H] to link the lowest and 
top layers via selected pathways. It is not :;tated how the proposed energy function could 
be implcrncntecl by the brain. lt is also unclear how wch a mechanisrn, being a relaxation 
algorithm, could work in real tirne to recognize an object with the speed that is needed in 
realistic hurnan or tcc:lrnological image processing applications. Thus the Olshauscn el. a/. 
[Tl] rnodcl, despite the ingenuity of its bottom-up and top-down interactions, faces a serious 
challenge from the present approach, wherein slow relaxation algorithms arc replaced by 
r·ast competitive and interpolation operations, and a theory is developed of how at.tentivc 
recognition categories arc self-organized. 
'l'sotos c/. a/. [!Jfi] have elaborated a "selective tuning" nrodel of vi:;ual attention. 'J'heir 
spatia.! sr:lection (\Vhcrc stream) is realized by inhibition of irrelevant connections within a 
visual pyrarnid. Their feature selection (What stream) is realized by inhibition of units that 
compute irrelevant. features. A search process operates recursively using vVTA operations 
that rnovc from tlw globally winning unit in tlw top layer clowmvards. 'fhe search process 
inhibits all the connections that do not contribute W the \\'inner. After recursive processing, 
the cause of the rnaximal response at the top layer is isolated at the bottom layer. The 
algorithrn operates through t.wo traversals of the pyrarnid. The search is set. up by a botl.onr-
up sweep through t.hc: pyramid to select t.hc global winner wlric:lr, in turn, drive:; t.he t.op-down 
search. 
This algorithm bypassc:; the problem of using a relaxation algorit.hrn, but it sub:;t.itutes 
a considerable: machinery of interpretive units, gating units. bias units, ancl gating control 
units to do att.entional selection. Tire T:;otsos ct nl. [11G] algorii.lnn n:prc:scnts a significant 
advance over the 1\oc:lr and Ullnran [ 11~] algoritlnn. As in that algorithrn, however, attention 
operates serially on only one target at. a. t.irnc. 1\lt.hough the authors note that. the WTA 
can, in principle, be biased in favor of :;ome features over other:;, t.hcy do not. :;ay how such 
prirning, or more gcuerally how category learning and recognition, can be accornplishccl in a 
0clf..organi;;;ing \va.y. 
i\i.t.entional selection within l.hc Toot.sos rnodcluscs an array of gating and bias units t.ha.t. 
selectively inhibit unwanted connccUons throughout the pyratnid. i\ large auxiliary network 
of highly specific connections is needed to inbibite the nmvant.ccl connections. An A l\T 
network, in contrast, achieves attcnt.ional selection by inhibiting the activities of unmatched 
nodes, no I. the much larger nurnbcr of connections t.hat feed these nodes. No auxiliary gat.i ng 
systern is required within the i\l(J' model. lnst.cacl, tOIHlown nouspecilic inhibitory signals 
cornbinc with excitatory top·· down prototype signals at target nodes. 'l'hesc sirnple operations 
help to explain large behavioral and neural databases [D8,59,G:J] and have been used in 
large-sca.le pattern recognition application:; in technology, ranging from the design of the 
Boeing 777 and the control of nuclear reactors to rncdical database analysis, Landsat satellite 
irnagc ana.lysis, ancl the analysis of multispectral infrared, L!\ DAR, and SA H. irnagcry; sec 
Carpenter and Grossberg [7:3] for sonre rdcrcnccs. 
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'J'hc 'J'sotsos cl a!. [116] model incorporates a discussion of how saccades can move an 
eye or a carnera to foveate a particular object in a scene. A fnll analysis or this issne 
wonlcl take us too far afield, bnt some comparative remarks may be helpfnl. 'fire anthors 
snmmariY-e psychophysical data, snch as that of Remington and Pierce [76] and Kriise and 
.JnJe:;y, [77] showing that aHentional :;bifts can occur over variable distances in eqnal time, 
and that such rapid time-invariant attention shifts wendel be neeclccl to control saccadic eye 
nroverncnts during reading. 'J'he anthors not.e that this property is inconsistent with the 
Koch and Ullman [45] W'I'A algorithrn and develop a new one to replace it. 
We have elsewhere proposed an alternative solution. Grossberg and Rudel [78,79] and 
Francis and Grossberg [80] have rnodcled the cortical dynamics of apparent nrotion by propos· 
ing how a wave of apparent motion can interpolate spatially separated and tcrnporally stag· 
gercd llashcs of light. This wave can travel at a variable :;peed to join an earlier flash with 
one t.hat occurs a fixed tirnc later, even if the second flash is at variable distances frorn the 
first. This classical cqual-tirne property or apparent rnotion [81] i:; sinrulatccl along with beta 
motion, garnnra motion, delta rnotion, :;plit motion, 'fernus tnotion, and Korte's laws, arnong 
other dat.a. 
Such a traveling wave has been proved to occur in any systcrn wherein the effects of each 
input arc Caussianly filtered across space, and the activity due to one input is waning while 
that due to the next input is waxing, within prescribed spatiotemporal bounch. Such a wave 
is therefore called a G--wave. 'fbe peak or the wave is chosen by a W'l'A O]lCration. 
C:rosshcrg [82] suggested that C-wavcs carry spatial attc,ntion shifts via tire nragnoccl· 
lular visual cortical processing strearn that feeds the parietal cortex of the brain's Where 
sy:;tcm; sec also [8:l]. By the equal··tirne property, a spatial attention :;hift due to a G--wavc 
can occur over variable distances in equal tirnc. C:··wavcs arc proposed to solve the ccologi· 
cally ubiquitous problcrn ol' continuously tracking a prey or predator as it moves at variable 
speed lwtwcen dense occluding cover. The intcrmiUenLly occlmlcd target, produces a scric:; 
of temporally discrete "fla:;hcs" that the C.-wave contimtously irrl.erpolatcs. c:ro:;:;bcrg [19] 
outlined how this attcntional tracking nwchanisrn can he joined to SOS-I.ypc search mech· 
anistns so that static :J-.1) boundary and surface properties can con1pc'te with target motion 
properties to control atl.ention shirts. 
These tnol.ion rnechanisrns automatically realize atr "attention capture" nwchanis1n by 
enhancing transient responses to flaslrecl event.:;. 'l'hc interaction of these trausient enhance·· 
rncnt cfl'ccl.s with SOS rnechanisms helps to explain how cornpctition can occur between 
top-down printing and bottonHrp energetic clernancls for at.t.cnl.ion. Tsotsos c/. 11.!. [11Ci] con·· 
strnct a special algorithrn to enhance abrupt image events. Although this algorithm includes 
sonre ol' the properties of tire C:rossbcrg··lludcl rnotion model, it does not include the key 
operation:; that arc needed to explain psychophysical clal.a about. motion percept:;. 
Finally, 'fsotsos 1.1 111. [~1G] discuss a possible algorithm for causing saccadic eye rnovc· 
nwnt.s to points of interest, but they do not analyse bow the brain achieves its sclf.-organiY-ing 
control and calibration of eye rnovcment.s. Such a theory was developed by Grossberg and 
I<upcrst.cin [50]. 
Another connection of the present rnoclcl is with work on stcerable flltcrs [S1J]. 'l'his work 
proves some nice tlworcrns about the circmnstanccs nnder which one can synthesize filters 
of arbit,rary orientation from linear cornbinat.ions of basis filters so as to adaptivcly steer a 
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filter to any or.ientation. The goal of stccrable filters i:; somewhat different. frorn our usc 
of Gaussian interpolation of oriented filters. Our goal herein i:; partly based on cornputa-
tional efficiency and partly on biological plausibility. Freernan and Adelson [8~] demonstrate 
stcerability of the directional derivative:; -2:rexp[-(:r:2 + y2)] and -2:yexp[--(:r: 2 + y2)] of the 
Gaussian exp[-(:r2 +y2)] by using sins, cosines, and rnorc complex trigonometric !'unctions to 
interpolate across orientations. 'I'his approach does not yet sccrn to have biological support, 
and was not needed to achieve the computational eonrprcssion that we found using Gaussian 
interpolation. 
In surnmary, alternative models either ha.vc different goals or difl'crcnt conrputationa1 
properties than the What-and-Where filter that is proposed herein. These clifl'crcnces can 
ultimately be traced to our group's l'oeus on sclf.orga.ni~ing rnodulcs for invariant paUcrn 
recognition, J.]) boundary and surface representation, rnotion analysis, and visual :;earch. 
The What-and- Where filter adds a cornponent to this emerging architecture that enables 
l'ast,, parallel search to occm for desired targets in a scene. None of the algoritlnns reviewed 
above yet secrn able to do this. 
15. Conclusion 
The parallel and hybrid :;erial-parallel What-and-Where filters use a combination of cliff.. 
like oriented filters, C:aussian interpolation, and suitably organized eornpctitive interactions 
across orientation and :;ize to produce an output image that is invariant. under translation, 
rotation, and sea.ling of the input. lly brea,king this prc'.proecssing stage into What and 
\Vhere clr;wncls, the arnount of inl'onnation that. is lost. abont. the figure's l'onn is rninirnizcd. 
'l'lrc \Vlrat. channel provides invariant rorm inrornration for purposes of pattern learning and 
rccognrtron. The \Vhere channel retains the location. orientation, and size or the image 
for use in applications such as the allocation of spatial ;ltt.cnt.iorr, image understanding, 
and the planning of nwtor trajectories to contact Uw fignre in spate. This analysis has 
disclosed sornc or the computational issues, uncertainties, and tradeoff's, such as the~ role of 
cliff receptive fields to achieve good positional localization, competition across scales to deal 
with the double peak problem, selJ' .. sirnilar interpolation across oric:nt.ation hut not. scale, 
and conrpcnsations for normalized or unnormalizecl filt.c:rs, that arc needed ror accurate 
and efficient. cornputation. ln particular. l'or image processing applications carried out in 
software, partial serialization of the \Vherc clrannel, combined with C:au;;sian interpolation 
across orientation, achieves accurate invariance n;;ing a relatively small number of filters. 
The present a.lgoritlnn ha.s a. number of lirnitations that need t.o be overcome by futmc 
research. 'vVhcn a target has an almost synunctric shape, it rnay gcnc:rate an arnbiguous 
rotational estimate even though its features arc not symrnct,rically distributed over its surface. 
'I'his degenerate' case may rnost sirnply be handled by generating rnult.iplc rotated irnagcs of 
objects that fail t.o activate a winning orientation. If the target. i;; partially occluded by a 
nearer object, the present 2 .. 1) algorithm may generate a biased representation oJ' its position 
and orientation. 'l'o overcornc Uri:; problem, a prior stage oJ' :J.J) figure-ground separation 
would be needed to separate the occluding and occluded objects onto difFerent dcpl,h plane;;, 
and cornplcte the boundary and surface representations of the occluded object on it.s own 
depth plane. Such :3-D algorit.hrns are presently under dcvcloprnent [19-21]. T'hey highlight 
other problems that an image preprocessor must handle in order to procc:;s realistic :J.]) 
scenes. 
J'v'lore generally, primate brain:,; usc a What-and--Where :,;tratcgy to divide the cortical 
proccs:,;ing load between object recognition and spatial localization tasks (sec Section I)-
Carpenter and C:ro:,;sbcrg [59], Grossberg [19], and Grossberg, Mingolla, and Ross [:35] have 
modeled how the brain's What-and- Where strategy may be embedded in a larger image 
proces:,;ing architecture wherein:) .. ]) boundary and surface reprc:,;cntations of a :,;cenc interact 
reciprocally with attentive learned object categories (What strearn) and spatial maps (Where 
strea.rn) to focus attention upon dc:,;ircd objects in a 3-D scene, and to search for such targets 
amid various types of distractors. '.fhese studies indicate how a rnultiplcxcd spatial map, 
ouch as the Where [ilter described herein, rnay organize the interactions between spatial and 
object representation;; that arc used to interpret and undcr:,;tand the visual world. Future 
research will work to further develop these models into an autonomous archit.ccture for irnagc 
undcr:,;tanding, and to explain progressively larger databases about prirnate ;) .. ])vision, visual 
search, allCl object recognition. 'fhc prc;;ent rc:;carch contributes to this lask by di:;closing 
son1c of tlw con1putational problern:; that need to be :;olvcd by a Where system that i:; based 
upon oriented filters, and defining :;cvc'ral crricient algorithrn:; that :;olvc them. 
'I'hc prc:;;c:nt work docs not, however, show how the brain usc:; VVhcrc infonnation to 
generate a representation of objects in the VVhat stream that is invariant under changes 
in po:;ition, :;izc, and orientation. 'J'his process is handled here, for purpose:; of :;hort-tenn 
application, hy simply shifting the object into a canonical rc:prc:sentation using the Where 
information. The present work abo docs not integrate the \Vhcre proces:; into the larger 
image understanding architecture that is sun1marizcci in Figures 2 and 11. Further study 
is needed of how a self-organizing algorithrn like Fusion A 1\TMi\ l' can autonomously leam 
which conlhinat.ion:; of What and Where inforrnat.ion predict. a particular interpretation of a 
scene. On the other hand, as not.ccl above, rnoclcls of each stage in this architecture are now 
available, so t.he procc:;s of system synthc:,;is can begin. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: A What-and Where filter: The Where filter generates a mnltiplexccl spatial map 
of a figure's position, orientation, and size. 'I'his spatial map is nsecl by the \Vhat processing 
stream to generate a.n invariant figural representation. 'J'his representation is used t.o learn a 
recognition category l'or all figures that are sufficiently sirnilar to one another in their form, 
at all possible positions, orientations, aliCI sizes. 
Figure 2: Processing stages of a. rnulti-sta.ge architecture for pattern recognition a.ncl irnagc 
u n clersta.ncl i ng. 
Figure 3: An exarnplc or figure-ground separa.ticm of a target from a laser ra.clar image nsing 
an FllF filter in stages one to three of Figure 2. [Reprinted with permission l'rom C:rossbc~rg 
and Wyse [17].] 
Figure 4: Reciprocal interactions of a Where spatial map and What recognition c:aegories 
with an image interpretation network can learn scenic interpretations that cornbine infonna-
tion about multiple objects and their spatial relations. J<'usion AH'fM!\1' (sec text) can be 
used !'or supervised learning of those combinations of object ca.tegorics and spatial relations 
l.hat reliably predict a prcscrilwd scenic int.c~rpret.al.ion. 
Figure 5: An oriented orH:cnl.er off'--surround receptive field with a steep cliff-like on-off' 
border can be used as the building block of a Where filter. (a.) A region of positive 1\ values, 
in the ellipse where r2 :S I, is surrounded by a region of negative values, as this cross~ section 
of the filter depicts. The elongation paramet.er a is the ratio of tlw :1:' axis to t.he .11' axis of 
t.he ellipse. (b) Oriented filters at size scales s =Hi pixels and .s c= 8 pixels and oriental. ions 
r/; = :30° andq; = 120°, each in a 128 x 128 pixel square and with cion gat. ion a= :2. The ellipse 
in the left-hand filter shows the sci. of points where r 2 o.= I for that filter. 
Figure 6: A parallel \Vhcrc filter I. hat. uses a cliff' off'.surround and a. nonnali~ed on--center in 
each receptive field, followed by winner·· Lake--all competition across receptive fields. 1\ccelll.ive 
field size increases frorn clown columns (.s = •1,6,8, 10, 12, H) and orientation varies across 
row:; (1' = 0, 11'i,'l0, I:Fi). The output of the parallel 'vVhcrc filter to the figure given in the 
lower right. hand corner i:; given as a four dinwnsional array of data. Each 2-D subfranw 
irnagc represents the output. of the convolution of a single norrnali~ed Jilt.cr. The "X" marks 
t.he rnaxirnal activity acro:;s position, orientation, and size and corrcct.ly provides tlrc Wlwrc 
inforrnation associated with the input inrage. 
Figure 7: l'rototype vehicle irnages, with orientation r/;1 =• 0° and size ,,1 = 211 pixels. 
Figure 8: Three exarnplcs of What-and-Where filter simulation results. (a) The input figure 
(1). (b) The image translated to it.s neutral position (/c)· (c) The image tran:;lat.cd and 
oriented to the horizontal Uco). (d) 'l'he figure translatccl, oriented, and scaled to s = 211 
pixel:; Ucos ). The last column indicates the degree of rnatch (XOll) between the out. put. of 
the What channel and t.hc corresponding prototype fignre. 
:ll 
Figure 9: A rectangular input image is clefinccl by setting fc(:r,y) equal to 1 inside the 
rectangle, and 0 elsewhere. i\ node centered at (0, 0) with receptive field orientation c/J c~ 0° 
a.ncl c;ize .s = 16 pixclc; hac; activity ;\( dJ, .s) equal to the sunr of kernel values K over all points 
(:z:, y) in the rectangle. Figures that fall in the region where r2 > 1 tend to generate large 
negative responses. 
Figure 10: Fully parallel Jilter. (a) At the lirc;t cornpctitive stage, for each size scale .s, 
c:ornpctition contrast-enhances node responses across orientations. Cornpctition for network 
activity fJ enhances the peak response at the optirnal scale (.s = 8). (b) '['he second cornpct-
itivc stage, among all output neuron:; of the first stage, selects a filter whose orientation d! 1 
and scale .s 1 lit the input image. 
Figure 11: Double peak effect. (a) Maxirnum output activity /J(c/J(.s),.s) of the first conr-
petitive stage for each :-;ize scale .s. The global maximum acros:; all scales occur;; at .s = 2;). 
where the orientation cp(.s) = 0° gives the rnaxirnal response D(q!,s) across orientations. i\ 
second peak in the gra11h of 1J ( dJ( s), .s) occurs at. :;calc .s = 1 0, where cj!(.s) = 90°. (b) At 
small scales cornpctition between orientations tends to select the orientation that rnatc:hcs 
the height of the irnagc, yielding the orientation ¢/- that is pcrpendic:nlar to d!1. At. larger 
scales the filter that best matches the full test. image yields the correct orientation. 
Figure 12: The serial or serial--parallel \Vhat-and- Where system with clissocia.t.ed oric:ntation 
and scale filtering. 
Figure 13: Coarse lilt.cr :;pacing tests with elliptical input iruages: (a) !\!lean size or orien·· 
t.ation error as a function of orientation spacing in the first filter bank, before inl.erpolat.ion. 
(b) Mean scale error j.s 1- .s«ctllaJI.s/-l as a fnnc:t.ion or scale spacing in the :-;ccond filter banlc 
Figure 14: Mean oricnlation error as i\. furrction of elliptical inpnl. elongation a'''. 
Figure 15: Wlrat,and-Wherc fili.e:r otrtput error as a function of input figure scale. (a.) 
~'lean size: of orientation error. (b) ~'lean ;;calc error. Systcrn pcrfonnimce clct.erion1lc's for 
small figures. 
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